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Phone: +43 1 486 33 12  

Fax: +43 1 480 25 03 

E-Mail:  office@wifa.at

wifa.at

Sobotagasse 10 

1230 Vienna, Austria /wifaskates

SCHUHFABRIK FRANZ WITTMANN & CO GESMBH
family-run ice skating and roller skating boots factory, 

founded in 1920, specialized in ice skates and roller skates 
since 1960!  

QUALITY LEATHER BOOTS, MADE IN EUROPE
The boots are made of over 80% natural materials 

from Europe!

ICE SKATES
COLLECTION 
2 0 2 3 / 2 4
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Quality leather boots from Europe

WIFA – the leather boot from Europe
WIFA boots have been handmade in Europe since 1960. WIFA uses 
only the strongest cowhides from Europe for all models, tanned 

according to the strict environmental regulations of the EU. 

The benefits of a leather boot
Leather is naturally flexible, durable, breathable 

and long-lasting. It fits like a second skin and moves with 
the foot. 

All WIFA skates are padded and made of firm and thick leather (2.2-2.4 
mm). A thin layer of thermoplastic reinforcement allows each WIFA ice skating 

boot to be heat molded. During this easy procedure, the boots are put in the oven 
and heated at an average temperature of 80°C/176°F. Then they are fitted directly to the 
foot by lacing them tightly. The heat molding process shortens the breaking-in time and 
eliminates pressure points in less than an hour. (heat molding, the WIFA Technical Guide).

The long life of WIFA leather ice skates, a tribute to sustainability 
The WIFA Prima children boots have the longest lifetime. They are shared and reshared, 
for decades, serving as rental boot in the end.

Adults who discover ice skating as their favorite sports find a boot for life in their WIFAs, 
that support them well fitted all the way long. 

The WIFA ice skating boots are made of about 80% natural materials, ensuring an 
excellent foot climate. The thin reinforcement layers inside the boots are needed to 
provide stability but also to allow the heat molding process to work properly. The boots 
are literally reshaped on the foot. After cooling down, the boots fit like a second skin. This 
effect persists thanks to these layers.
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The right „setting“ for each performance level

What is the right boot model?
We make a distinction between pure leisure skating and figure skating training, as these 
two large groups have different needs. While the first group focusses on comfort and 
security, the latter takes more interest in performance, support and flexibility.

Some models are only suitable for leisure skating (WIFA DUO), some for both, leisure 
skating AND figure skating training (Prima, Prima Intermediate, Champion Light), and 
others are competition boots (INTI, Champion Reinforced). With the help of our model 
guide, you will be able to determine what category you feel to belong to.

What are the right blades?
We use the word „set“ for combo offers of boots with blades mounted. For „SETS“ no 
charges apply for the mounting service.

We work together with the best blade manufacturers. Even our beginner blades Mark II 
(Ultima, Canada) and Flight (MK, GB) are made of best, mirror-chromed steel. They have 
a good industrial ready to skate sharpening for pure recreational skaters. For beginners’ 
blades it will be sufficient to sharpen the blades once a year.

For each WIFA model we offer sets for beginners, advanced and competitive skaters. The 
latter might need even higher graded blades. This is for the coaches to decide.  

Are the blades to be sharpened?
For leisure skaters the industrial sharpening is basically sufficient – our brand blades are made of 
excellent steel and have a good industrial sharpening. 

For first figure skating courses though, we recommend a standard figure skating sharpening 
(SETs with Mark II or Flight blades). Skilled skaters who opt for the better set with cross pick 
Galaxy blades can decide whether they go for a standard sharpening with polishing or even a 
professional sharpening. For competition blades, a professional sharpening is a must.

Our recommendation:

Mark II/Flight 

Galaxy 

from Coronation Dance upwards

standard sharpening

standard sharpening with polishing

professional sharpening
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Ice skates in the cold season, 

    roller skates in the warm season? 

With winters getting milder and 
shorter, the trend to continue training on quads 
or inline roller plates after winter is becoming 
more and more popular. For figure skaters, the 
choice to make is rather simple. They need just 
to unmount the blades and remount either on 
quads or on inline plates on their boots. 

One pair for both sports ? 

All models of our ice skating collection can be converted to quads/inline 
skates. This makes particularly sense for adult leisure skaters who want to try 
out roller skating without spending too much money on a complete set. 

Also smaller children still growing a lot can still benefit from the boots after 
the winter season. The blades can then be remounted after the summer and 
the set can be used again or resold if feet have outgrown the size. 

Which WIFA skating models are particularly suitable for both sports? 

Adult figure skaters can change once or twice to try out whether roller 
skating suit them. 

If fond of both sports – the skaters will have one pair for ice and one pair for 
roller skating.

Artistic roller skating (quad and Inline) 

Dance/Jamskating/Trail: 

Park Skating/Rhythm: 

4Prima / Prima Int. / INTI / Champion Light

4DUO / Prima Int. / Champion Light

4Prima Int. / Champion Light / Champion    
    Reinforced
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The WIFA skate model guide is based on data from our European test skaters (age, 
performance level, weight, training hours, skating style).

The mounting is included in the price of Sets with Mark II, Flight, Galaxy. If mounting is not 
wanted, please let us know in writing.

We use only high quality blades from Canada (Mark II) and GB (MK, Wilson). All of the 
blades have a good industrial sharpening, which is sufficient for pure hobby skating.  A 
standard sharpening is recommended for beginner figure skating courses. A professional 
grind is essential for competitions.

The professional sharpening is made by an experienced professional who sharpens the 
blades of competition skaters in and around Vienna.

Our recommendation:

Mark II/Flight 

Galaxy 

from Coronation Dance upwards

4standard sharpening

4standard sharpening with polishing

4Professional Sharpening

Since WIFA boots are mostly made of leather, they actually are to be considered a class of 
their own. The properties of leather are different from plastic, the leather does not break, 
it slowly softens. The degree of hardness given for the models is therefore primarily for 
orientation when comparing them with models from other brands.

M O D E L - G U I D E 

Hardness levels of the models
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WIFA model guide

1. Basic figure skating courses, recreational skating (2-4h/week)

2. Advanced hobby skating & first championships (4-8h/week)

Children 4-6 years

Children 7-9 years

Children 10-14 years

Youth & Adults

Prima Children 

Prima Children  

DUO / Prima Ladies / Prima Intermediate

DUO / Prima Ladies / Prima Intermediate  

Children 4-6 years

Children 7-9 years

Children 10-14 years

Youth & Adults

Prima Children / INTI 

INTI / Prima Intermediate / Champion Light 

Prima Intermediate / Champion Light 

Prima Intermediate / Champion Light 

3. National & intern. Competitions (from 8h/week)
Children 4-6 years

Children 7-9 years

Children 10-14 years

Youth & Adults

INTI 

INTI / Champion Light 

Champion Light / Champion Reinforced

Champion Light / Reinforced 

Blades set offers

We offer low-cost „SETS“ for beginners, advanced and competitive athletes for 
each training performance level.  For Set offers the mounting service is included 
and free of charge. 

From INTI upwards, higher-quality blades can and should be used - depending on 
the training progress. 
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D U O

ICE SKATING recreational skaters (no jumps!)

trail/jam skaters (cruising/dancing)

Hybrid model for ice and roller skating
An easy switching from ice skating to roller skating while using the same pair of boots – this is 
what recreational skaters dream of. WIFA makes this wish come true with a new model „DUO“  
that has it all. 

The DUO is a little softer at the shaft end and therefore more flexible than an ice skate.  
Nevertheless, it offers sufficient support in the ankle and ball area to ensure safe gliding on the 
ice. Available in two subtle yet bold colours in combination with white thread/white hooks and 
eyelets and a natural sole!

From blades to plates – how to remount

Skilled crafstwomen & craftsmen can do the mounting themselves. Please find the mounting 
instructions on pagein our Technical Guide.

i Tip for the retailer:
This model is made in the wider standard width „C“. As it is slightly softer in the ball area 
than the standard WIFA skate and therefore stretches within a short time. 
Heat molding is not necessary nor recommended. The set 
is mounted with Mark II or Flight blades, 
depending on the availability.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:

ROLLER  SKATING

Sizes 
Colours

Width
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness

EU 34-42
Blue/Grape
C (wide) 
Suede leather 
soft trecking micro fiber
leather, natural colour
only available as set with Mark II or Flight
ca. 25
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WIFA D U O

NEW

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 36-42
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The white ladie’s boots for first figure skating courses and recreational 
skating!
The Prima Ladies is the classic ladies’ boot of the WIFA ice skating boot collection. It is made on 
the wider last and available in the two main standard widths LL and C. It is a comfortable leather 
boot providing firm and secure support for hobby skaters attending their first figure skating 
courses.  

i Tip for the retailer:
The standard widths for this model are LL in smaller sizes up to 4,5 (37) and C from size 5 (=38).  

We recommend stocking both widths in the main sizes 4.5 to 6. Please order other widths in advance to 
avoid longer waiting times. 

The heat molding is only recommended in case of pronounced foot problems (hallux valgus, bunions), as 
minor pressure points will disappear after a short breaking-in period. 

Please read all relevant info on heat molding in our Technical Guide.

P R I M A  
L A D I E S

ICE SKATING leisure, first courses, dance 

artistic roller skating on quads and inline skates, park skatingROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
 
 

Hardness 
 

Specials

EU 3,5-8 (36-42) / full and half sizes for closer fit
white
LL, C
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
soft trecking micro fiber
leather, natural colour
Mark II or Flight (optional only if preordered),  
 
industrial sharpening, mounting included
30 
 
heat moldable
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WIFA P R I M A  L A D I E S

4BLADES SET with Flight (MK) or Mark II (Ultima)

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 3,5-8
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The reinforced figure skating boots made for comfort
The Prima Intermediate is available in 4 widths and English half sizes and is ideal for hobby 
skaters who want to devote more time to ice or roller skating. In terms of hardness, it is the 
classic counterpart to the Street Xtreme from the roller skate collection, with the difference that 
it has more lateral stability in the ball area and is therefore also suitable for inline roller skating. 

Extremely comfortable due to the soft leather cushion at the end shaft top. Particularly suitable 
for ice and roller skating.

i Tip for the retailer:
The standard widths for this model are LL in smaller sizes up to 4,5 (37) and C from size 5 (=38). 

We recommend stocking both widths in the main sizes 4.5 to 6. Please order other widths in advance to avoid 
longer waiting times.

The heat molding is only recommended in case of pronounced foot problems (hallux valgus, bunions), as 
minor pressure points will disappear after a short breaking-in period. Please do not heat mold NUBUCK 
sboots, as the leather is very sensitive! 

Please read all relevant info on heat molding our Technical Guide, 

P R I M A
I N T E R M E D I AT E

ICE SKATING skilled figure skaters, first single jumps, dance

artistic roller skating on quads and inline skates, park skatingROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness 

 
Specials

EU 3,5-12 (36-47) / full and half sizes for closer fit
white, black, NUBUCK
white: L, LL, C, CC / black: LL, C, CC / NUBUCK: LL
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
soft trecking micro fiber
leather, natural colour or black
Flight, Galaxy – industrial sharpening, mounting included
35 
 
heat moldable (except for NUBUCK), soft Napa leather cushion
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WIFA P R I M A  I N T E R M E D I AT E

4soft Napa leather cushion

4also available in black, Nubuck only with 

pre-order!

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 3,5-12
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Recommended by coaches as the best beginner figure skating training 
boot!
Many stars have started their careers in their Prima boots. This model is the best to start with for 
its orthopaedic fit due to its many widths and its right balance between support and flexibility. 
Not too stiff, it allows the growing foot to develop muscles.

The Prima Children boot is available in 3 narrower widths (S, M. L) and a wide width (LL). The 
children last is wider than the adult last and slightly more rounded at the front. 

The Prima Children-SET is the most sustainable model in the collection. It is being sold and 
resold uncountable times within the club or online and at a good price.

i Tip for the retailer:
The most popular widths are L (narrow last) and LL (wide last). If the feet are slightly narrower or wider than 
the measurements in the table, the boots can be narrowed down or widened by applying the heat molding 
process -> if the child grows a lot a repeated warm fitting may be necessary! 

Please read all relevant info on heat molding in our Technical Guide.

P R I M A  
C H I L D R E N

ICE SKATING Hobby and Figure Skating – up to all single jumps 

artistic roller skating on quads and inline skates, park skatingROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness 

 
Specials

EU 24-35
white, black
white: M, L, LL / black: LL
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
soft trecking micro fiber
leather, natural colour or black
Mark II or Flight, Galaxy – industrial sharpening, mounting included
35 
 
heat moldable (except for NUBUCK), soft Napa leather cushion
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WIFA P R I M A  C H I L D R E N

4 rounder and wider at the 

boot toe cap than the adult last

4shorter heel  

for child friendly  

heel pitch

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 24-35
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40

First competitions!
The INTI is a figure skating training boot for children who have a weekly training throughout the 
year and are landing most single jumps. This model was designed to be flexible and firm enough 
to train and land first doubles. Don’t let is be too hard – was the maxim to follow the feedbacks 
of coaches and skaters so that foot muscles have room to grow.

A soft and gentle cushion made of Napa leather was sewed at the upper‘s end. A notch, inside 
and out gives the boot flexibility.  This model will be available from autumn after its test phase. 

Heat molding is highly recommended for second skin effect and improved power transmission.

Blades set offers
We suggest low-cost „SETS“ for beginners, advanced and competitive athletes in the respective 
performance level.  Free mounting service is included in the „SET-price “. For competition skaters 
higher-end blades can/should be used at latest when starting double jumps. 

Je nach Trainingsfortschritt können/sollen im Leistungssport höherwertigere Kufen eingesetzt 
werden.

i Tip for the retailer:
Please read all relevant info on heat molding in ourTechnical Guide.

I N T I
NEW

ICE SKATING Figure Skating - Single Axel/Double Jumps

Roller figure skating on quads and inline skates, park skatingROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness 

 
Specials

EU 27-31
white, black
white: M, L, LL / black: LL
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
shaft-soft trecking micro fiber; tongue – anti-slip micro fiber-velour
leather, natural colour or black
Mark II or Flight, Galaxy – industrial sharpening, mounting included
40 
 
heat moldable, soft cushion at shaft end
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WIFA I N T I  starting September 2023!

4shorter 
heel

4rounder at the 

boot toe cap

4Notch for regulation of skating fold

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 27-31
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National and international competitions!
The Champion Light Children is a lightweight model for athletes who are mastering their first 
triple jumps. 

The Champion Light in children sizes is flexible and has a soft, non-slip tongue made of high-
quality microfibre velour. Thanks to the flex notch, it has a very short breaking-in time. Half sizes, 
5 widths and a heat molding allow for a perfect fit!

Blade sets offers
We suggest low-cost „SETS“ for beginners, advanced and competitive athletes in the respective 
performance level.  Free mounting service is included in the „SET-price“.

For competition skaters higher-end blades can/should be used at latest when starting double 
jumps. 

i Tip for the retailer:
Please read all relevant info on heat molding in our Technical Guide.

CHILDREN
CHAMPION LIGHT

ICE SKATING Figure Skating - all single to double jumps

artistic roller skating on quads/inline skates, rhythm, park 
skating

ROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness 

 
Specials

EU 1-3 (equiv. 32-35)
white, black
white: M, L, LL, C, CC / black: LL, C
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
shaft-soft trecking micro fiber; tongue – anti-slip micro fiber-velour
leather, natural colour or black
Mark II or Flight, Galaxy – industrial sharpening, mounting included
45 
 
heat moldable, soft cushion at shaft end and to end of the tongue
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WIFA CHAMPION LIGHT CHILDREN

4soft cushion  

at shaft end 

4anti-slip micro fiber-velour

4Functional notch for flexibility and faster breaking in

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 1-3
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National and international competitions!
The Champion Light is a lightweight model for lightweight competitive athletes (35-55 kg) who 
are mastering their first triple jumps. This model has a very short breaking in time (5h) and is very 
flexible thanks to the flex notch. With its shorter shaft this model is also popular among dancers. 
Half sizes, 5 widths and heat molding allow a perfect fit! 

For advanced roller skaters, now also available in NUBUCK leather! Special production against 
surcharge!

Blade set offers
For competition skaters higher-end blades can/should be used at latest when starting double 
jumps. 

We suggest low-cost „SETS“ for beginners, advanced and competitive athletes in the respective 
performance level.  Free mounting service is included in the „SET-price“.

i Tip for the retailer:
Please read all relevant info on heat molding in our  Technical Guide.  
Please do not heat mold NUBUCK boots, as the leather is very sensitive!

ADULTS
CHAMPION LIGHT

ICE SKATING

artistic skating on quads/inline plates, jam, rhythm, park 
skating

ROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Blades set
Hardness 

 
Specials

EU 3,5-12 (equiv. 36-47)
white, black, NUBUCK
white: M, L, LL, C, CC / black: LL, C, CC 
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
shaft-soft trecking micro fiber; tongue – anti-slip micro fiber-velour
leather, natural colour or black
Mark II or Flight, Galaxy – industrial sharpening, mounting included
50 
 
heat moldable, soft cushion at shaft end

Figure skating (35 - 55 kg) - all doubles, first triple jumps 
Figure Skating (55 - 70 kg) - first double jumps 
Dance competitive - juniors 
Dance hobby skaters 
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WIFA CHAMPION LIGHT ADULTS

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 3,5-12
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i Tip for the retailer:
Please read all relevant info on heat molding in our  Technical Guide.  
Please do not heat mold NUBUCK boots, as the leather is very sensitive!

National and international competitions!
The Champion Reinforced is a reinforced Champion Light with increased lateral stability. 
Competitive athletes with more weight (+55 kg) can master triple jumps in it, male dancers have 
the extra support they need in the ankle area.  Heat molding is recommended for this model.

For advanced roller skaters, now also available in NUBUCK leather! Special production against 
surcharge!

Blade set offers
For competition skaters higher-end blades can/should be used at latest when starting double 
jumps. 

We suggest low-cost „SETS“ for beginners, advanced and competitive athletes in the respective 
performance level.  Free mounting service is included in the „SET-price“.

CHAMPION 
REINFORCED

ICE SKATING

artistic skating on quads/inline plates, jam, rhythm, park 
skating

ROLLER  SKATING

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS:
Sizes 

Colours
Widths
Upper
Lining
Soles

Hardness 
 

Specials

EU 1-3 (equiv. 32-35), 3,5-12 (36-47)
white, black, NUBUCK
white: M, L, LL, C, CC / black: LL, C, CC 
thick split leather, coated (2,4-2,6mm)
shaft-soft trecking micro fiber; tongue – anti-slip micro fiber-velour
leather, natural colour or black
55 
 
heat moldable, soft cushion at shaft end

Figure skating from 55 kg - all doubles, first triple jumps 
Figure skating from 70 kg - first double jumps 
Dance Competitive Sports - Juniors
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WIFA CHAMPION REINFORCED

STOCK COLORS
available

in sizes: 1-12
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We work with the best blade brand manufacturers. All figure skating blades are made of the best 
mirror-chrome-plated steel. 

The industrial sharpening of the brand blades we use is sufficient for purely recreational skaters 
in the first year; the sharpening should then be renewed each season. For first courses, however, 
a standard sharpening should already be done, from Galaxy onwards we recommend a standard 
sharpening with polish or even a professional sharpening. 

The professional sharpening is done by one of the best sharpeners of Vienna. 

MARK IIChildren
Adults

Picks
Processing

Finish
Rocker

FLIGHT

B R A N D  B L A D E S

BRAND BLADES

up to all single jumps 
first jumps
streight standard picks
spot welded
high mirror chrome plated
8ft

JACKSON ULTIMA   MK BLADES    JOHN WILSON 

Children
Adults

Picks
Processing

Finish
Rocker

up to all single jumps 
up to all single jumps 
streight standard picks
fully welded
high mirror chrome plated
8ft
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GALAXY

PROFESSIONAL  
LITE

PROFESSIONAL

JACKSON ULTIMA   MK BLADES    JOHN WILSON 

BRAND BLADESJACKSON ULTIMA   MK BLADES    JOHN WILSON 

Children
Adults

Picks
Processing

Finish
Rocker

first double jumps
first double jumps
cross picks
fully welded 
high mirror chrome plated
8ft

Usage 
Picks

Processing
Finish

Rocker

first triples 
cross picks
fully welded 
high mirror chrome plated
7ft

Usage 
Picks

Processing
Finish

Rocker

first triples 
cross picks
fully welded 
high mirror chrome plated
7ft
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CORONATION  
DANCE

GOLDSEAL

BRAND BLADES
JACKSON ULTIMA   MK BLADES    JOHN WILSON 

Usage 
Picks

Processing
Finish

Rocker

dance – shorter blades 
cross picks
fully welded 
high mirror chrome plated
7ft

Usage 
Picks

Processing
Finish

Rocker

from double jumps 
cross picks
fully welded 
high mirror chrome plated
8ft
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ICE SKATES

Photo: Alexia RostJACKSON ULTIMA   MK BLADES    JOHN WILSON 
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WIFA protective gloves  
QUALITY FEATURES:

4gel padding on the palm  
4warm (up to O°C) 
4non-slip - silicone print 
4perfect fit - stretchable, 4 sizes 
4hardly noticeable seams 
4sensitive touchscreen fabric

The index finger and thumb are reinforced. This allows skaters to grip the skate firmly.

The gel pads on the palm protect when falling and are soft and snug. Particularly comfortable, 
the seams are barely noticeable.

The gel palm padding is also appreciated by cyclists as they can lean on the bicycle’s steering 
bar without feeling pressure points.  These gloves can be used for many sports (ice, roller, cycling, 
fitness) and are now known worldwide for their quality.

Colors:
black, white, beige, pink, baby pink (new), WIFA blue, turquoise, yellow

Sizes:
4 sizes in black, 3 sizes in the other colours

(5-9 J)

(10-14 J)

(M standard size ladies)

(L ladies large, standard size men)

1 

2 

3

4

A C C E S S O R I E S
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WIFA G L O V E S  PROTECTIVE
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WIFA figure skating gloves 

Can also be used for other sports such as  cycling, fitness and jogging.

Colors:
black, white, beige, pink, baby pink (new), WIFA blue, turquoise, yellow

Sizes:
4 sizes in black, 3 sizes in the other colours

(5-9 J)

(10-14 J)

(M standard size ladies)

(L ladies large, standard size men)

1 

2 

3

4

A C C E S S O R I E S

QUALITY FEATURES: 
4warm (up to O°C) 
4non-slip - silicone print 
4perfect fit - stretchable, 4 sizes 
4hardly noticeable seams 
4sensitive touchscreen fabric
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WIFA G L O V E S  FIGURE SKATING
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Skate guards (PVC)
The skate guards are part of the basic WIFA equipment. We work exclusively with the top brand 
GUARDOG from Canada. 

The skate guards are to protect the blade when walking off ice. Both models are very easy to 
attach to the blades. Figure skaters prefer the double skate guards with spring as they are easier 
to handle.

GUARDOG skate guards instructions are available online.

Please always remove the skate guards after transportation so that residual moisture on the 
blades can evaporate.

The skate guards are available in 4 versions:

4 opaque

4 with glitter

4with scent

4color change with temperature 

SolidZ™  

SuperGlitZ™  

SwirlZ™ 

ChameleonZ™ 

SolidZ™  

™ 

™ 

A C C E S S O R I E S
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single guards 
SolidZ
WHITE
BLACK
ROYAL

SuperGlitZ 
PINK
BLUE

VIOLETT
SILVER

SwirlZ 
TROPICAL FRUIT

BERRY BLEND

ChameleonZ
PINK-PURPLE

ICE-BLUE

with gel loop
SKATE GUARDS  P V C
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double guards with spring

SolidZ
WHITE
BLACK

SuperGlitZ 
PINK
BLUE

SwirlZ 
BERRY BLEND

ChameleonZ

FROST WHITE-FROST BLUE
PINK-PURPLE
BLUE-GREEN

SKATE GUARDS PVC
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The cloth covers or „soakers“ are put over the blade after skating so that residual 
moisture can still be absorbed so that no rust develops. They fit almost all blade 
sizes (shoe size 24-42). The soakers will also be appreciated by parents when 
helping their children to put on their skates on. Blades are sharp and cuts can 
easily happen.

We offer the SoftPaws von Guardog soakers in 3 versions:

SKATE GUARDS  F A B R I C

Terries™

Fuzzies™

Sequins™

4two-tone, solid and absorbent Terry fabric inside 
and outside

4 soft faux fur outside, firm, Terry fabric inside

 

4sequins on the outside, Terry fabric on the inside

™ 
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Terries™
PURPLE/PINK
PINK/PURPLE

BLUE/PINK
GREEN/PINK 
GREEN/BLUE

ORANGE/PINK
PINK/BLUE

BLACK/BLACK
PINK/GREEN

Fuzzies™
PINK

PURPLE
RED

HOT PINK
DARK PURPLE

ROYAL
BLACK-WHITE DOTS

RED-BLACK DOTS

Sequins™
BLACK
BLUE

PURPLE
PINK

SKATE GUARDS  FA B R I C
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Space-saving, robust and easy-care skate bag made of water-repellent fabric. For ice 
skates and roller skates- with handle and shoulder strap. The bottom is reinforced and 
has 4 plastic studs to avoid the bag to get wet or dirty

Ice skating bag - RETRO

QUALITY FEATURES:
4fits sizes 24-47

4black lining

4closable front pocket

4hidden inside pocket

4adjustable shoulder strap and handle

4double zipper

4bottom reinforcement with 4            
    plastic studs

4Compartment for name tag

WIFA B A G S

A C C E S S O R I E S
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W I FA  S I Z E S  &  W I D T H S 

24-35

36-47
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1-2 ½

3-12
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INTI


